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business in England may be sued in the name of the firm,1
permits the writ to be served without leave either upon one or
more of the partners, or upon the person having control of the
business at the principal place of business in England.2 There-
fore, service which is effected upon the person in control of
the English business operates as a valid service upon all the
partners, even in the case of a colonial or foreign firm all the
members of which are resident abroad.3 Again, service upon
one partner resident in England is effective against the co-
partners out of the jurisdiction,4 and service effected with the
leave of the court under Order 11 upon one partner out of the
jurisdiction is a good service upon all the other partners out of
the jurisdiction.5
Actions that contain a foreign element must frequently
require the assistance of judicial and administrative officers in
other countries, and Great Britain has therefore made conven-
tjons with a number of States in order to facilitate the conduct
of legal proceedings in civil and commercial matters. These
regulate such matters as the service of judicial and extra-judicial
documents, the taking of evidence, security for costs, the right
of access to courts, and the right of free legal assistance,6
A final thought must be given to jurisdiction as regards
movables movables situated in England.
The     A doctrine of arrestment adfundandam jurisdictionem obtains
foreign jn Scotland and in certain Continental countries under which an
action may be brought against a person absent from the forum
a*- if movables situated there and belonging to him have been taken
into the custody of the law at the instance of the plaintiff.7 In
Scotland, for instance, if a Sheriff's warrant for the arrestment
of property, whether a chose in action or a chose in possession, is
obtained and executed, the plaintiff may bring any action other
than one relating to status against the absent owner, as for
example an action to recover damages for slander.8 Thus the
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